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Abstract Using directional antennas in ad hoc networks
may introduce the well-known deafness problem, exacerbate the hidden terminal problem and the exposed terminal
problem, add difficulty on mobile communication, and
distort the operation of existing routing and TCP protocols.
Although a lot of studies have been undertaken on the
directional MAC protocols, most of them focus only on one
or several aspects in their design and performance evaluations, and a comprehensive comparative study is missing.
In this paper, we first explore the design space of directional MAC and present a taxonomy of existing schemes.
Then, we discuss the major problems in using directional
antennas under different category of MAC schemes. After
that, we propose coordinated directional medium access
control (CDMAC), a novel directional MAC protocol to
improve throughput via facilitating the simultaneous contention-free communications for multiple local node-pairs.
We evaluate our CDMAC, one representative existing
scheme and IEEE 802.11 via extensive ns2 simulations.
Our results show CDMAC provides a satisfactory solution
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to all the major problems and significantly improves the
throughput performance.
Keywords Medium access control (MAC) 
Ad hoc networks  Directional antennas

1 Introduction
Directional antennas technology offers a variety of potential benefits for wireless ad hoc networks. With directional
transmission and reception, spatial reuse ratio and antenna
gain can be increased substantially; this leads to significant
improvement on communication efficiency.
However, using directional antennas may introduce the
well-known deafness problem, exacerbate the hidden terminal problem and the exposed terminal problem, add
difficulty on the neighbor discovery, and increase a lot of
signalling overhead. Some of these problems not only
affect the local communication efficiency but lead to ill
operation of existing routing protocols (e.g., DSR and
AODV) and transport protocols (e.g., TCP). For example,
the deafness problem [11] may cause frequent false linkbreakage indication to the routing layer and destabilize the
end-to-end congestion control.
A lot of directional MAC schemes [4–9, 11–15] have
been proposed in recent years. However, most of them
focus only on one or several aspects in their design and
performance evaluation, and a comprehensive comparative
study is missing. The primary contributions of this paper
are as follows:
•

We provide a first-principles approach to fully understanding the major MAC problems in using directional
antennas.
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•

•

We propose a novel directional MAC protocol called
CDMAC to improve network throughput. A key
feature of CDMAC is the introduction of a MAC
timing structure to allow the node-pair which first
captures the channel to locally coordinate multiple
parallel (simultaneous) DATA/ACK transmissions,
thus can dramatically increase the spatial reuse. Moreover, with the use of omni RTS/CTS, the deafness
problem is almost eliminated and the hidden terminal
problem is greatly alleviated with comparatively low
signalling overhead.
We present a thorough study of the end-to-end performance of the new protocol as a function of traffic, node
density, mobility, and antenna gain.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we describe the system model. Then we
explore the design space and investigate the major
design problems in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 presents our scheme. In Sect. 6, we evaluate our
scheme, one representative existing scheme and IEEE
802.11 via ns2 simulation. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Sect. 7.

2 System model
We consider CSMA/CA based MAC design for multihop
wireless ad hoc networks. Each node has only one transceiver that transmits/receives signal in the same carrier
frequency band. Assume single-beam directional antenna,
particularly the switched beam antenna, is equipped in each
node, which can generate one high-gain main-lobe beam in
a particular direction together with several low-gain sidelobe beams in other directions. As a widely used assumption, each node can run in two operational modes, i.e.,
omnidirectional mode and directional mode. In other
words, each node can dynamically switch between omnidirectional
transmission/reception
and
directional
transmission/reception. When a node is in idle state, it runs
in omnidirectional mode to receive signal.
Directional antennas basically provide two folds of
potential benefits: high spatial reuse and high antenna gain.
Assume the number of antenna element is M. The maximal
spatial reuse ratio, which is interpreted as the number of
concurrent DATA transmissions in a local area, can be as
high as M in an LOS environment, even each participating
node is in the omnidirectional transmission range of others.
Another benefit of using directional transmission and
reception is the increase of the antenna gain. Denote the
main-lobe antenna gain as Gd and the side-lobe antenna
gain as Gs when antenna runs in directional mode for either
transmitting or receiving. Denote the omnidirectional gain
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as Go when antenna runs in omnidirectional mode for
either transmitting or receiving. Typically, Gd  Go  Gs :

3 Objectives, design space and existing solutions
The directional MAC design objectives consist of at least
the following aspects: (1) to maximally utilize spatial reuse
and directional antenna gain; (2) to work friendly with
existing routing protocols (including the neighbor discovery) and transport protocols which have been developed
and/or tuned based on omnidirectional medium access
control; (3) to maintain backward compatibility with IEEE
802.11 whenever possible, which means that an 802.11
node can transparently communicate with other directional-antennas-capable nodes; (4) to support high
mobility; (5) to keep signalling overhead low.
Next, we explore the design space and classify some
existing solutions and our suggested solution.

3.1 Design space
We limit our design space to the framework in which
contention-based RTS/CTS (control message) precede
DATA/ACK (data transmission and acknowledgement) to
probe receiver, bootstrap beamforming and reserve channel. However, the solution under this framework could be
varied according to the RTS/CTS handshake rule and the
MAC timing structure of RTS/CTS + DATA/ACK.

3.1.1 RTS/CTS handshake
Two basic RTS/CTS handshake rules were investigated in
the literature. One is omni RTS/CTS (denoted as O-RTS/
O-CTS) [4, 5]; the other is directional RTS/CTS (denoted
as D-RTS/D-CTS) [7, 8, 15]. As shown in Fig. 1, these two
handshake rules will lead to much different RTS/CTS
coverage. The beamwidth of directional RTS/CTS, defined
as h, can be approximated as 360/M. The transmission
range r can be represented as a function of antenna gain (Gt
and Gr) as well as other factors [2]:


PT Gt Gr 1=a
r¼
;
ð1Þ
K ðI þ r2 Þc
where PT is the transmission power, K is a constant that
accounts for absorption, ohmic losses, etc., I is interference,
r2 is noise strength, c is the threshold of the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio to support specific transmission rate (higher transmission rate requires higher c), a
is the path loss factor (which normally ranges from 2 to 5).
Considering RTS/CTS is transmitted directionally and
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Fig. 1 RTS/CTS coverage

received omnidirectionally, rd (the transmission range
under directional transmission) can be ðGd =Go Þ1=a times of
ro (the transmission range under omni transmission), if
other parameters are the same.
To be explained in Sect. 4, the larger the RTS/CTS
coverage, the less the deafness problem, the less the hidden
terminal problem (assuming the RTS/CTS coverage is
enlarged without increasing the transmission power of
RTS/CTS), and the less problem to identify a mobileneighbor’s location.
In addition to the two basic RTS/CTS handshake rules,
we note the circular directional RTS/CTS (denoted as
Circular D-RTS/D-CTS) was also suggested to increase the
RTS/CTS coverage as much as possible [9, 10]. The
downside of circular RTS/CTS scheme is the high signalling overhead.

3.1.2 MAC timing-structure
Two basic MAC timing-structures were presented in the
literature for communication among multiple local nodepairs; one is denoted as 802.11 MAC timing-structure, in
which a node-pair’s DATA/ACK strictly follows the nodepair’s RTS/CTS; the other is coordinated MAC timingstructure, in which multiple RTS/CTSs exchanged among
multiple local node-pairs are allowed to take place to
reserve channels, one for each node pair, before a coordinated period for DATA/ACK transmission. All the existing
directional MAC solutions use the 802.11 MAC timingstructure. The coordinated MAC timing-structure was
developed to alleviate the exposed terminal problem in
omnidirectional-antennas based ad hoc networks [16, 17],
the application of which to the ad hoc networks using
directional antennas has not been investigated yet.
The MAC timing-structure together with RTS/CTS
handshake rule affects spatial reuse. With IEEE 802.11
MAC timing-structure, larger RTS/CTS coverage leads to
lower spatial reuse. However, with coordinated timingstructure, sufficiently large RTS/CTS coverage actually
helps the spatial reuse rather than hurts the spatial reuse.

3.2 Classification of solutions
According to the RTS/CTS handshake rule and the timingstructure of RTS/CTS + DATA/ACK, we may classify
existing solutions and our proposed solution into four
categories, as shown in Fig. 2. The D-DATA and D-ACK
in the figure denote the directional data transmission and
the directional acknowledgement, respectively. The first
three categories of solutions have been presented in the
literature. The category I, which includes [4, 5], uses
O-RTS/O-CTS + 802.11 MAC timing-structure. The category II, which includes [7, 8, 15], uses D-RTS/D-CTS +
802.11 MAC timing-structure. The category III, which
includes [9], uses circular D-RTS/D-CTS + 802.11 MAC
timing-structure. The category IV, which we are going to
investigate in this paper, uses O-RTS/O-CTS/O-CRTS +
coordinated MAC timing structure; O-CRTS here represents the omni confirmed-RTS (CRTS), a short message
used to confirm the reservation of spatial channel, which
may not be necessary in single-hop case but helps in
multihop ad hoc networks (see more details in Sect. 5).

4 Problem and observation
In this section, we discuss the major open problems in
the directional MAC design. These problems include the
deafness problem, the hidden terminal problem, the
exposed terminal problem, and the distant/mobile neighbor
communication problem. We will identify the origin of
each problem (which may exist in one or several or all the
existing solutions), evaluate its impacts on the network
performance and discuss how our suggested solution can
help alleviate or eliminate the problem.

4.1 Deafness problem
The deafness problem can be defined in various ways but in
this paper it specifically refers to the problem arises when
an intended transmitting node fails to communicate with an
intended receiving node because the intended receiving
node is beamformed in a direction away from the intended
transmitting node [8, 11]. For example, as shown in Fig. 3,
node A senses channel is idle and tries to send RTS
directionally to node B. However, node B is currently
communicating with node C by beamforming towards C.
Since node B cannot reply CTS to node A, node A may
falsely think RTS is collided or think node B has moved to
another position; if node A assumes RTS is collided, node
A may keep transmitting RTS until it succeeds or the
retransmission number reaches the maximal retry limit; if
node A assumes node B has moved, node A may initiate
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Fig. 2 Time-diagram of
multiple RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK
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left unaddressed [11]. The negative effects of deafness
problem are as follows.
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Fig. 3 An illustration of deafness problem

the neighbor-discovery mechanism to locate node B before
sending RTS again to node B or may initiate re-routing
procedure.
We note there is no such deafness problem in IEEE
802.11 when RTS/CTS and DATA/ACK are transmitted
omnidirectionally. The deafness problem is introduced by
using directional antennas, particularly, by the directional
transmission of RTS/CTS. To be clear, we refer to Fig. 3
for explanation. In Fig. 3, due to the directional transmission of RTS/CTS, the RTS/CTS coverage is limited to the
‘‘||’’ shadowing area. Since node A is outside of the RTS/
CTS coverage and the physical carrier sensing region, node
A is not aware of communication between node B and node
C, thus may initiate transmission to B.
We note that a node in the RTS/CTS coverage could
also cause deafness problem. For example, node D in
Fig. 3 was being beamformed towards node E when node
B and node C exchanged RTS/CTS. After node D completes communication with E, node D wants to
communicate with node B even though node B is transmitting data to C, thus causing deafness problem.
The deafness problem can be so severe that it may
totally offset the advantages of using directional antennas if
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•

•

The deafness problem will waste energy and network
capacity as a result of network nodes engaging in
repeated, unproductive transmissions.
The deafness problem will cause the ill behavior of a
collision resolution algorithm because an intended
transmission node cannot tell the reason of transmission
failure, which may be due to collision or due to the
deafness problem.
The deafness problem may cause false link-breakage
indication to the routing layer and result in unnecessary
re-routing. According to AODV or DSR, a link is
considered broken when the number of transmission
failure is larger than certain threshold.
The deafness problem may cause end-to-end congestion control more unstable.

The deafness problem can be alleviated significantly if
each node always transmit RTS/CTS omnidirectionally and
each of its neighbors hearing RTS/CTS is not allowed to
contend for channel during other ongoing DATA/ACK
transmissions. Unfortunately, the spatial reuse will be hurt
significantly if we use omni RTS/CTS while still following
the 802.11 timing-structure [5]. In other words, there exists
a tradeoff between the deafness problem and the spatial
reuse under the 802.11 MAC timing-structure. However,
there is no such tradeoff if we use coordinated MAC timing-structure together with omni RTS/CTS; that is to say,
we can alleviate or totally remove the deafness problem
while still keeping high spatial reuse.
We note Choudhury and Vaidya extensively studied the
negative effects of deafness problem in [11] and proposed a
mechanism named out-of-band tone to alleviate the problem. But the out-of-band tone solves only part of the
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deafness problem yet requires channel splitting and more
complex transceiver, it will be more desirable if we can
solve the problem using ‘‘in-band’’ solution and solve the
problem more completely.

4.2 Hidden terminal problem
To be general, we define a hidden terminal as a terminal
which is not aware of another node-pair’s ongoing communication but whose intended transmission can make
another node-pair’s communication unsuccessful.
Hidden terminal has already been a severe problem in
omnidirectional communication. When it comes to the
directional communication, especially if RTS/CTS is
transmitted in the directional manner, the hidden terminal
problem becomes harder to address [8]. Unlike the omnidirectional communication, a node in RTS/CTS coverage
could also be the hidden terminal. According to whether a
hidden terminal is in the RTS/CTS coverage, we define
Type I hidden terminal as the hidden terminal in the RTS/
CTS coverage and define Type II hidden terminal as the
hidden terminal outside the RTS/CTS coverage.
Type I hidden terminal problem is resulted from the
directional transmission of RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK. An
RTS/CTS will not be heard by a node in the RTS/CTS
coverage when the node was being beamformed away from
the node-pair which exchanged the RTS/CTS. For example, in Fig. 4, node D was being beamformed towards node
E when node B and node C exchanged RTS/CTS. After
node D completes communication with node E, node D
wants to communicate with node C even though node C is
receiving data from node B, thus causing collision at node
C. Type II hidden terminal problem is due to the gap
between the transmission range of RTS/CTS and the
interference range. For example, in Fig. 4, node A is out of
the RTS/CTS coverage so that node A will not be aware of
the transmission from node B to node C. But node A’s
intended transmission will cause collision at node C.

To alleviate or totally eliminate the Type I hidden
terminal problem, we should use omnidirectional transmission of RTS/CTS rather than directional transmission of
RTS/CTS. As we know, to avoid reducing the spatial reuse,
coordinated MAC timing-structure rather than 802.11
MAC timing-structure should be used together with omni
RTS/CTS. To alleviate the Type II hidden terminal problem, we need to reduce the gap between the transmission
range of RTS/CTS and the interference range of DATA/
ACK. It will be very interesting if we can increase the
transmission range of RTS/CTS without increasing the
transmission power of RTS/CTS; for example, as suggested in Eq. 1, we can reduce the transmission rate of
RTS/CTS to extend the transmission range of RTS/CTS
without increasing the transmission power of RTS/CTS.

4.3 Exposed terminal problem
Exposed terminal problem is a problem in which two nodepairs are forbidden to transmit DATA simultaneously even
though simultaneous data transmissions and simultaneous
ACK transmissions of two node pairs will not collide with
each other. For example, as shown in the Fig. 5(a), suppose
node A intends to transmit DATA to B and exchanges
RTS/CTS in the first place. At the same time, node C wants
to transmit DATA to D. Obviously, node A and node C can
simultaneously transmit DATA without collision with each
other; after both node A and node C complete DATA
transmission, node B and node D can simultaneously
transmit ACK without collision with each other either.
However, if we follow the 802.11 MAC timing-structure,
node C should defer its transmission after it hears the RTS/
CTS sent by node-pair AB; otherwise, the CTS to be sent
by node D may collide with the DATA being received at B,
and so on. The exposed terminal problem significantly
reduces the spatial reuse.

A

C

B

C
E
Physical Carrier
Sensing Region

C

D
B

Directional RTS/CTS
Coverage
A

Fig. 4 An illustration of hidden terminal problem

Interference
Region

A

D
(a)

D

B
(b)

Fig. 5 (a) Exposed terminal problem; (b) Joint exposed terminal
problem and receiver blocking problem
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Here we need to point out another type of exposed terminal problem; we name it as the joint exposed terminal
problem and receiver blocking problem. As shown in
Fig. 5(b), there is no collision if node-pair AB and node pair
CD transmit data simultaneously and then transmit ACK
simultaneously. However, if we use 802.11 MAC timingstructure together with directional RTS/CTS and assume
each node in the idle state runs in the omni mode to receive
signal, node D cannot reply CTS to node C if node A
transmit RTS (then data after receiving CTS from node B)
in the first place to node B. The joint exposed terminal
problem and receiver blocking problem not only reduces
spatial reuse but leads to the same negative effects as the
deafness problem (explained in the previous section). Since
node C is not aware of local communication activity, it will
keep sending RTS to node D even though node D is blocked
by the communication between node A and node B.
It is fair to say that the 802.11 MAC timing-structure
together with directional RTS/CTS results in severe
exposed terminal problem. However, if we use our suggested coordinated MAC timing-structure plus omni RTS/
CTS, the exposed terminal problem will be much
alleviated.

4.4 Side-lobe problem
Side lobes are portions of the electromagnetic response
pattern of an antenna that is not contained in the main beam
of a directional antenna. The side-lobe problem can arise if
one node senses the RTS/CTS exchange of a pair of other
nodes and decides that, since its own anticipated transmission to yet another node will not collide with the beam
of the communicating node-pair, it can transmit a collisionfree signal to the other node. The problem occurs if the
deciding node is in such close proximity to one of the two
communicating nodes that a side lobe of the signal from the
deciding node interferes with the signal between the
communicating nodes.
For example, as shown in Fig. 6(a), node C can hear
RTS/CTS exchange between node A and node B and knows

A

A

D
BC
(a)

D
C

B
(b)

Fig. 6 An illustration of side-lobe problem: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2
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node A is transmitting DATA to node B. Simply because
the transmission from node C to node D does not share the
same beam-direction with that used for transmission from
node A to node B, node C thinks its intended transmission to
node D will not cause collision. Thus, node C may begin to
transmit RTS to node D or reply CTS to node D if node D
initiates a RTS to node C. Unfortunately, since node C is so
close to node B, the side lobe of transmitting node C
interferes the reception of node B (the interference power
Gs Gs
received at node B equals PTKr
a ); in principle, if the distance between node B and C is smaller than a certain
threshold, any transmission of node C in arbitrary direction
will ruin the DATA reception of node B from A. The side
lobe problem can be more serious if the node B is in the
main lobe node C, as shown in Fig. 6(b), where the interGd Gs
ference power received at node B turns to be PTKr
; much
a
s s
GG
higher than PTKr
under the case shown in Fig. 6(a).
a
The side-lobe effect largely depends on how large sidelobe beam could be in comparison with the main-lobe
beam. In reality, the side-lobe may not be too small to be
ignored. The side-lobe problem has not been well addressed in the literature.
A possible solution for side-lobe problem is to add a
side-lobe detection step implicitly or explicitly during
channel contention and collision avoidance, specifically,
during the exchange of RTS/CTS. We present the detailed
method to alleviate the side-lobe problem in Sect. 5.

4.5 Distant/mobile neighbor communication problem
Denote the antenna method used for exchanging packets
as no beamforming (N-BF), transmit beamforming (TBF), or transmit and receive beamforming (TR-BF) [15].
The use of term ‘‘beamforming’’ indicates the use of a
directional antenna. Therefore, ‘‘no beamforming’’ means
that the transmitter and the receiver use omnidirectional
antennas, while ‘‘transmit beamforming’’ means that the
transmitter uses a directional antenna, but the receiver
uses an omnidirectional antenna, and so on. If the transmission power of directional transmission is allowed to be
the same as that for omnidirectional transmission, the
transmission range by TR-BF will be greater than that
under T-BF; similarly, the transmission range by T-BF
will be greater than that under N-BF. We define three
types of neighbor according to the distance: the neighbor
in N-BF transmission range (named N-BF neighbor), the
neighbor outside the N-BF transmission range but in
the T-BF transmission range (named T-BF neighbor), and
the neighbor outside the T-BF transmission range but
within the TR-BF transmission range (named TR-BF
neighbor). We call both T-BF neighbors and TR-BF
neighbors as distant neighbors.
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Table 1 Comparative study of
four categories of solutions

Category I

Category II

Category III

Category IV

Deafness problem

No

Severe

Medium

No

Type I hidden terminal problem

No

Severe

Medium

No

Type II hidden terminal problem

Medium

Medium

Medium

Light

Exposed terminal problem

Severe

Medium

Medium

Light

Difficulty for mobile-node communication

Light

High

Medium

Light

Signalling overhead

Light

Light

High

Medium

Type I hidden terminal problem, and facilitate the communication between mobile neighbors.

It is challenging for a node to directly communicate with
its TR-BF neighbor because beamforming to each other is
required before they can directly handshake, which is really
hard under the context of contention based MAC. We note a
mechanism named multihop RTSs [8] has been proposed to
solve this problem (if there are intermediate nodes between
a node and its TR-BF neighbor), but the complexity and
overhead are serious issues. For communication between a
node and its T-BF neighbor, it will be a little bit easier; the
tradeoff is that we need to use directional RTS/CTS. As we
said before, directional RTS/CTS will introduce serious
deafness problem and aggravate the hidden terminal
problem.
Moreover, in highly mobile environment, a neighbor
may easily move from one beam direction to another,
which could cause directional RTS to ‘‘mis-hit’’. The
probability of ‘‘mis-hit’’ increases as the mobility increase
or as the beamwidth used for sending RTS decreases.
Since the communication between two distant neighbors
is hard, it may not be a good choice to directly communicate
with the distant neighbors unless we really need, specifically, to maintain network connectivity. Instead of taking
the advantage of directional antenna gain to increase onehop transmission range but with low data rate and same
power, we can enjoy the high data rate or low transmission
power with the same transmission range as omni case [19],
which means we use N-BF neighbors for relaying packets
but transmitting in higher rate. If we still use N-BF neighbors, we can use omnidirectional RTS/CTS instead of
directional RTS/CTS to reach the neighbor, while avoiding
the deafness problem. Furthermore, to overcome mobile
neighbor communication problem, omni RTS/CTS will be a
better choice, to reduce the probability of ‘‘mis-hit’’.

The comparative study for 3 categories of existing
solutions and our suggested solution is summarized in
Table 1. To refresh the memory, Category I solution is
characterized as omni RTS/CTS + 802.11 MAC timingstructure [4, 5]; Category II solution is characterized as
directional RTS/CTS + 802.11 MAC timing-structure
[7, 8, 15]; Category III solution is characterized as circular
directional RTS/CTS + 802.11 MAC timing-structure [9];
Category IV solution is characterized as omni RTS/
CTS + coordinated MAC timing-structure, to be discussed
in the next section.

4.6 Summary of some important observations

5 Coordinated directional MAC protocol (CDMAC)

Based on what we have discussed in the above, we get the
following key observations.

In this section, we will elaborate our MAC protocol.

Observation 1 Directional RTS/CTS will introduce
deafness problem and Type I hidden terminal problem and
complicate the communication between mobile nodes;
Omni RTS/CTS will not introduce deafness problem and

5.1 Timing-structure of CDMAC

Observation 2 802.11 MAC timing-structure limits
spatial reuse significantly by leaving exposed terminal
problem unaddressed; Coordinated MAC timing-structure
can solve the exposed terminal problem and improve the
spatial reuse substantially.
Observation 3 The direct communication between two
distant neighbors is hard, thus is not desired if there are
intermediate nodes can help relay; the directional antenna
gain is preferably used for reducing the transmission power
or increasing transmission rate, rather than reaching distant
neighbors.
Observation 4 To alleviate Type II hidden terminal
problem, we need to reduce the gap between the interference
range and virtual carrier sensing range; an interesting
solution is to apply low transmission rate and strong channelerror coding to RTS/CTS; which may increase the transmission time of RTS/CTS but will increase the transmission
range of RTS/CTS without increasing transmission power.

The timing structure of CDMAC is shown in Fig. 7. From
the perspective of an arbitrary node, there are two periods
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Fig. 7 Structure of the
proposed directional MAC
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Phase II (T2)

Phase III (T3)

alternated locally, master-node contention period and
master-node coordination period. The master-node contention period is for electing a master node-pair1 (to be
defined shortly). During the master-node contention period,
multiple nodes contend for channel access and the first
winning node-pair is called the master node-pair. The
master-node contention period ends once the master nodepair is selected. The master node-pair coordinates the
activities in the following period, called master-node
coordinated period, which consists of three phases. Phase I
is for contention resolution of slave nodes; for this phase,
an iterative collision resolution algorithm is proposed so
that contending node-pairs at a later stage will not collide
with the previous winning node-pairs. Phase II is for parallel collision-free DATA transmissions; in this phase, each
participating node-pair may use different data rate and/or
transmission power according to the channel condition;
multiple DATA packet transmissions are allowed for each
node-pair within the time limit of Phase II. Phase III is for
parallel contention-free ACKs; with the accumulated ACK,
which acknowledges all the correctly received packets sent
by a node-pair in Phase II, one ACK packet is enough for
each node-pair.
The proposed MAC structure takes a coordinated
approach to reduce the exposed terminal problem and
allow as many parallel transmissions around a selected
master-node pair as possible, thus significantly increasing
spatial reuse. It is worthy to note the timing-structure is
local and does not require global synchronization.

5.1.1 Length of Phase I
The duration of the first phase of the master coordination
period, T1, can be determined by the master node-pair
based on an anticipated number of non-colliding slavenode pairs and the time that is required for a node pair to
exchange control messages. The anticipated number of
non-colliding slave-node pairs which can transmit concurrently via direct transmission in the vicinity of the
master-node pair is designated as N. In other words, the
master-node pair plus N pair of slave nodes could concurrently transmit via direct transmission without causing
interference to each other. The time for exchanging the
control messages is designated as Tctr (Tctr = Trts +
1

A node-pair consists of an intended data sender and an intended
data receiver with certain data-transmission direction.
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Next Master Node
Contention Period

Master Node Coordination Period

Master Node
Selection

...

Tcts + Tcrts + 2SIFS + DIFS). Then T1 can be determined
according to the following expression:
T1 ¼ Tctr  N  C1 ;

ð2Þ

where C1 is an adjusting parameter typically greater than
one (to leave space for collision resolution). Denote k as
the index of the master-coordination-period determined by
the current master node-pair. Following the stochastic
approximation approach [23], Nk can be iteratively updated
as follows:
8


k
k
>
kþ1
>
k þ dk ðTbusy N Tctr Þ
N
¼
N
>
>
Trts
>
>
>
< Nk ¼ 1  dk Nk1 þ dk N k

 k1
;
ð3Þ
k
k
>
Tbusy
¼ 1  dk Tbusy
þ dk Tbusy
>

>
>
1
>
; kW
>
>
: dk ¼ 1k
W ; k[W
k
where dk is the adjusting step size and Tbusy
is the total
channel busy-time perceived by the master sending node
during Phase I in master-coordination-period k.

5.1.2 Length of Phase II and Phase III
The master-node pair can determine the duration of the
second phase of the master coordination period, T2, based
on a maximum size of a data packet and a minimum data
rate. If the value of the former is designated as Lmax and the
value of the later is designated as Rbasic, then T2 can be
determined according to the following expression:
T2 ¼ C2  Lmax =Rbasic ;

ð4Þ

where C2 is a positive integer (if it is larger than 1, multiple
packets are allowed to transmit back-to-back). The masternode pair further can determine the duration of the third
phase of the master coordination period, T3, by determining
the maximum time needed to transmit an acknowledgement given the data rate, Rbasic.

5.2 RTS/CTS/CRTS
As mentioned in Sect. 3, we use omni RTS/CTS plus omni
CRTS to reserve channel for data transmission.
The frame formats of RTS and CTS are shown in
Fig. 8(a and b), respectively, which consist of original
802.11 RTS/CTS frame plus a DMAC extension. The
purpose of using 802.11 RTS/CTS MAC header plus a
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Fig. 8 (a) RTS frame format; (b) CTS frame format; (c) CRTS frame format

DMAC extension is to make newly developed directional
MAC compatible with omnidirectional IEEE 802.11 MAC
(We will further discuss the compatibility issue later). RTS
and CTS are transmitted in the same or less rate as that
used to exchange routing request message. The ‘‘duration’’
field included in the RTS equals the minimal time needed
to finish O-RTS/O-CTS/O-CRTS. The ‘‘duration’’ field
included in CTS equals the total time from receiving CTS
to the end of current master-node-coordination period. The
‘‘residual Phase I duration’’ field in DMAC extension
equals the residue time for slave-node contention; master
nodes set this field as T1; slave nodes will adjust this value
such that each intended slave node will stop channel contention before Phase II period starts. The ‘‘Phase II
duration’’ field in DMAC extension equals T2. The
‘‘receive beam’’ field in the CTS DMAC extension indicates the beam to be used for DATA receiving (we assume
each receiver can determine the angle-of-arrival (AoA) of
RTS and choose appropriate receive-beam); any neighbor
hearing CTS should reserve the receive-beam and guarantee the same beam will not be used for its own DATA
receiving. The ‘‘rate and/or power’’ field in the CTS
DMAC extension is the rate and/or power suggested by the
receiver for data transmission; the receiver determines the
appropriate rate and/or power according to channel gain
and antenna gain.
The frame format of CRTS is shown in Fig. 8(c). The
‘‘duration’’ included in the CRTS equals the total time from
receiving the CRTS to the end of current master-nodecoordination period. The ‘‘transmit beam’’ in the CRTS
indicates the beam to be used for DATA transmission (the
opposite beam of the ‘‘receive-beam’’ indicated in the
CTS); any neighbor hearing the CRTS should reserve
the transmit-beam and guarantee the same beam will not be
used for its own DATA transmission.

5.3 Master-node contention
Following some collision-resolution algorithm (e.g.,
Exponential backoff algorithm or p-persistent algorithm),
an intended sender may send omni RTS when channel is

idle. The RTS includes the information fields which define
the timing-structure of intended master-node coordinated
period. All nodes other than the intended receiver will
record the three duration values contained in the RTS and
update network-allocation-vector (NAV) [1]. Upon
receiving the RTS, the intended receiver can determine
which receive-beam should be used based on the RTS
angle-of-arrival. In addition, according to measured channel gain (based on RTS signal) and directional antenna
gain, the receiver can choose appropriate rate and/or
appropriate power for DATA transmission. With SIFS after
receiving RTS , the intended receiver will reply an omni
CTS to the intended sender, which includes the receivebeam number and rate/power value.
Upon receiving the CTS correctly, the intended sender
sets appropriate transmit-beam and rate/power, whereby
DATA will be transmitted in Phase II (see Fig. 7). All
other nodes hearing the CTS will record the receive-beam
and three duration values contained in the CTS. With SIFS
after receiving CTS, the intended node will send a CRTS to
reserve the transmit-beam. Now the intended node-pair
become the master node pair; all other nodes hearing CTS
or CRTS become slave nodes and can access the medium
progressively without potential collision with the DATA
transmission of the master node-pair in Phase II (see
Fig. 7).

5.4 Slave-node contention
Slave node contention phase, i.e., Phase I, starts immediately after master-node’s CRTS. Some collision-resolution
algorithm like exponential backoff algorithm or p-persistent backoff algorithm is used for contention resolution.
Similar to master-node contention, omni RTS/CTS/CRTS
is used for control handshake.
Multiple slave node-pairs may win out during Phase I.
However, all the winning node-pairs including master
node-pair and slave node-pairs should not collide with each
other in DATA or ACK transmissions. In order to achieve
that, we enforce (1) any two winning node-pairs, say, nodepair A and node-pair B, do not share a beam for data
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transmission if two sending nodes are in the one-hop omni
transmission range and do not share a beam for data
reception if two receiving nodes are in the one-hop transmission range, and (2) A’s(B’s) receiver should be kept far
enough from B’s(A’s) transmitter to avoid side-lobe
interference. To judge whether A’s(B’s) receiver is kept far
enough from B’s(A’s) sender, A’s(B’s) receiver and sender
may simply evaluate the receiving power of RTS and CTS,
respectively, sent by node-pair B(A). If it is greater than
certain threshold, say, e, we assume it will lead to a cold
lision; otherwise, it will not. We set e as ðGGs Þb o in our
simulation, where eo is the carrier sensing threshold on the
receiving power in 802.11 and b is a value either 1 or 2. If
A’s(B’s) receiver is in the main-lobe of B’s(A’s) sender
(illustrated in Fig. 6(b)), b equals 1; otherwise (illustrated
in Fig. 6(a)), b equals 2.
To be clear, when a slave node (a sender) intends to
contend for the channel, it first checks whether its intendto-transmit-beam (the intended sender will estimate which
beam direction an intended receiver is located at based on
cached information) has been reserved by the previous
winning master/slave senders or whether it is too close to
previous winning master/slave receivers (these information
will be updated and recorded each time when a new slave
node-pair wins); if not, it then omnidirectionally sends
RTS. After receiving RTS, the intended slave receiver will
check whether its intend-to-receive-beam has been
reserved by the previous wining master/slave receivers or
whether it is too close to previous winning master/slave
senders; if not, the intended slave receiver will respond
with a CTS that includes the receive-beam and suggested
rate/power; then the intended slave sender will send a
CRTS to reserve the transmit-beam.

5.4.1 Address mobility
In a highly mobile case, the intend-to-use-beam information cached in the intended sender may be inaccurate due to
the mobility of either the sender or the receiver. If so, two
cases may happen: (1) the actual receive-beam has already
been reserved by a previous winning master/slave receivers; (2) the actual receive-beam is still available. If it is the
first case, the slave receiver will respond with a negative
CTS by setting receive-beam field to ‘‘11XXXXXX’’, in
which the first 2 bits indicate that the beam has been
already reserved and the last 6 bits indicate the actual
receive-beam, whereby the sender can update the cached
intend-to-use-beam information. After receiving the negative CTS, the intended sender will not continue to send
CRTS. If the actual receive-beam is still available, the
receive-beam field in CTS is directly set to the receivebeam number. If the intended sender receives the positive
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CTS, it will continue to send CRTS to reserve the transmitbeam.

5.5 Contention-free parallel data transmission
and ACK
In this section, we discuss DATA and ACK transmissions
during Phase II and Phase III in the master-node-coordination period.
At the beginning of Phase II, each winning sender will
transmit as many packets in a burst as can by using the
suggested power (if power control is incorporated) and/or
rate (if rate adaptation is incorporated), which was fed back
by CTS. More discussions on power control, auto rate and
burst transmission can be found in [15, 18, 22].
To provide link reliability, ACK is needed after DATA
transmission, just as 802.11. Fortunately, only one ACK is
enough if we use the accumulated ACK mechanism, i.e.,
one ACK acknowledges all the packets of a node-pair
transmitted in Phase II.

5.6 Compatibility with IEEE 802.11 MAC
In this section, we examine the issue of the backwardcompatibility of our protocol with the IEEE 802.11 MAC,
which is based on omnidirectional antennas.
In the master node contention period, all the nodes
including omnidirectional-antenna-limited nodes and
directional-antenna-capable nodes can participate in contention. In Sect 5.3, we already addressed the case in
which both the intended sender and intender receiver of
the master node-pair are directional-antenna capable. Now
we discuss three other cases: (1) the master sending node
is omnidirectional-antenna limited while the master
receiving node is directional-antenna capable, (2) the
master receiving node is omnidirectional-antenna limited
while the master sending node is directional-antenna
capable, and (3) both the master node-pair are omnidirectional-antenna limited. We assume any directionalantennas-capable node knows the antennas-capability of
its intended neighbor after the neighbor discovery. In all
these three cases, the master node pair will exchange RTS
and CTS of the same frame format as defined in the IEEE
802.11 protocol. In order to identify the three cases, any
other intended sending node needs to check whether there
is a DMAC extension in RTS or CTS sent from the master
node-pair. If not, other nodes should keep silent for the
duration indicated in the RTS or CTS. For all the three
cases, the master sending node should immediately start
the transmission of DATA (i.e., Phase II) upon receiving a
CTS.

Wireless Netw

Since our scheme can address all the possible four cases
as discussed above, our protocol enables an 802.11 node to
transparently communicate with another directionalantenna-capable node in the same frequency band, and vice
versa. Due to the popularity of 802.11, backward compatibility is critical to the success of a MAC protocol. Our
scheme solves the compatibility problem and can make use
of directional antennas whenever possible.

Table 2 Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

PHY header

192 (ls)

Packet size

1,000 (bytes)

Time_slot

20 (ls)

ACK

112 (bits)

SIFS

10 (ls)

W

100

DIFS

50 (ls)

C1

1.4

RTS

216 (bits)

C2

1

CTS

184 (bits)

T2

4,280 (ls)

CRTS

56 (bits)

T3

258 (ls)

6 Performance evaluation and discussions
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our protocol
via ns2 simulation (Version 2.28). Simulation results are
compared with DMAC [7, 8, 15] and 802.11. We did
extensive simulations to study the impacts of various factors on the end-to-end throughput such as traffic load,
network density, mobility, the number of antenna elements
and side-lobe.

6.1 Simulation settings
All simulations are with a 25 node ad hoc network. The
nodes are placed randomly in a 2-D square area of varying
size depending on the density parameter. For all of results
presented in the network, 25 UDP streams are originated,
one per node, with the destination chosen randomly. We
use the new random waypoint mobility model in ns-2.28.
AODV routing is applied in our simulation, in which the
routing discovery packets are broadcasted in the MAC
layer. It is worthy to note that, for data communication,
CDMAC does not need additional neighbor discovery
mechanism to locate the beam direction of a mobile
neighbor while DMAC may need such neighbor discovery
algorithm as the one proposed in [15] or omni-direcitonal
beacons to determine the beam direction of an intended
receiver. To be simple, we assume each node in DMAC
knows the beam location of an intended neighbor without
overhead by a ‘‘God’’ neighbor discovery mechanism; due
to this simplification, all the results regarding DMAC
provided in the following figures could be worse if the
overhead of neighbor discovery in real system is accounted
for.
Some simulation parameters are shown in Table 2. For
fair comparison, we compare CDMAC with DMAC and
802.11 using single packet transmission in the simulations
although CDMAC scheme does provide multi-frame burst
transmission mode for further improving efficiency.
Focusing on single-packet transmission (rather than multiframe burst transmission) will allow us to validate whether
CDMAC can really increase throughput by the more efficient use of directional antennas over DMAC. All the

simulation results shown in the paper assume single packet
transmission, in which packet size is 1,000 byte. The
transmission rate (for both control packets and data packets) is 2 Mbits/s. The power used in the directional
transmission mode is Go/Gd of that under the omni mode
such that the directional transmission range equals the
omni transmission range but with less power and higher
spatial reuse; we set Go/Gd as 1/M (M is the number of the
antenna elements in each node) [3] throughout the simulation. Other simulation parameters are the same as defined
in ns 2.28. The default values for transmission ranges,
interference ranges and carrier sensing range are 250 m,
445 m and 550 m.
For the estimation of N, in our simulation, we set the
min N as 0 and max N as M - 1, where M is the number of
antenna sectors. Given the degree of freedom for spatial
division based access is the number of antenna sectors, the
maximal number of parallel transmissions (including
master node-pair)in one-hop neighborhood is limited to M,
although the actual number of neighbors could be much
higher than M in dense networks. We know (0, M - 1) is a
loose bound for N. A tighter bound could be customized
given the type of networks running.

6.2 Simulation results
Figure 9 shows the throughput as a function of traffic load;
in this set of simulation, we set Gd/Gs as 30 dB, set average
speed as 5 m/s and set density as 60 nodes-per-square-km
(the corresponding network size is 645 m * 645 m). Figure 10 shows the throughput as a function of density; in
this set of simulation, we set traffic load as 25 packets/
second/stream, set Gd/Gs as 30 dB, and set average speed
as 5 m/s. The reason that the throughput performance
improves as the increase of node density is as follows. In
our simulation, we fix the number of nodes and adjust
network size according to the node density. When the node
density increases, the size of the network decreases. In this
case, the average number of hops also reduces. So it is
reasonable that the aggregated end-to-end throughput
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increases even though the contention level is increased. We
expect the peak will be hit around the point when every
destination is within one hop away from the source.
Figure 11 shows the throughput as a function of
mobility; in this set of simulation, we set traffic load as 25
packets/second/stream, set Gd/Gs as 30 dB, and set density
as 80 nodes-per-square-km. Figure 12 shows the throughput as a function of main-to-side gain (Gd/Gs) ratio; in this
set of simulation, we set traffic load as 25 packets/second/
stream, set density as 80 nodes-per-square-km, and set
average speed as 5 m/s.
Our simulation results validate what we have discussed
in Sect. 4. The deafness problem, the Type I hidden terminal problem and the exposed terminal problem result in

significant performance loss under DMAC; our proposed
CDMAC works much better than DMAC and 802.11 when
the node density is sufficiently high (e.g., larger than 50
nodes-per-square-km) and the main-to-side gain (Gd/Gs) is
reasonably high (e.g., larger than 17 dB). As indicated in
Fig. 12, the main-to-side gain affects throughput significantly. The gains of DMAC and CDMAC over 802.11 are
very limited when the main-to-side gain drops below
15 dB. Interestingly, as the Gd/Gs increases, the throughput
of CDMAC increases much faster than DMAC. One possible reason is that CDMAC takes effective measures to
address the side-lobe problem discussed in Sect. 4.4 but
DMAC leaves the side-lobe problem wide open.
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alleviate the deafness problem, the hidden terminal problem and the exposed terminal problem with favorably low
signalling overhead. Finally, it achieves high throughput
and maintains backward compatibility with the IEEE
802.11.
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